
MICE IN VIETNAM

The development of MICE tourism (meetings, incentives, conferencing and exhibitions) is expanding quickly in Vietnam
as businesses look to the country as a.

Video source: Christopher Lye According to Vietnam. Its leadership does not welcome dissent. Also,
corporate MICE event Unicity Korea in October involved 1, guests from different South Korean cities using
the ballroom, and featuring a gala dinner with a beautiful stage built across the beach, and a runway down our
infinity pool. With days of sunshine each year, Nha Trang has been among the top attractions for both
domestic and international tourists for many years, with its deep blue waters and endless white sands. Our
location on the white sandy beach of Non Nuoc encompasses two hotel blocks - rooms with the vice
presidential suite in one, and rooms and luxurious presidential suite with private lift and helipad access in the
other six distinctive restaurants and bars at the resort provide a rich array of international cuisine, ranging from
authentic Vietnamese to Asian favourites. To stimulate tourism in low season as well as to promote
advantages of MICE tourism, travel companies are actively promoting cooperation to provide the policy of
preferential price and attractive promotions. As major gateways into the country, they are the logical choices,
having the infrastructure and services to handle the unique needs of event organizers and meeting planners.
Statistics from McKinsey show that 17 percent of all tourists who traveled to Ho Chi Minh City did so for
business purposes, which is percent more than any other country in the region. Sat Sun MICE tourism tourism
combines with meetings, incentives, conferences, exhibitions has begun to be exploited by Vietnamese
tourism companies since , of which Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City are considered the highlight having the
ability to effectively exploit MICE. The United States hosts the majority of these conferences and events, but
Southeast Asia is quickly developing its own market for MICE tourism, with Singapore and Thailand leading
the way and Vietnam making great strides in becoming a prime destination. Aware of the trend and huge
benefit which MICE tourism brings, travel companies in Vietnam have diversify products through developing
MICE tours in order to limit the impact of seasonality in tourism, simultaneously, to remain sustainable
development in low season. Tet is a very special occasion in Vietnam. Also, Danang and Nha Trang still have
plenty of hidden delights left for visitors to discover. Although Vietnam does not lack hotels which are
suitable for the MICE market, the airports, roads, railways and logistics need to improve to serve MICE
travelers better and to be able to compete with Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. With the right convention
services being offered, there is much more that can be achieved. Round trip. Related Posts. According to many
prestigious surveys, Vietnam is in possession of several enterprises operating in MICE tourism sector that
have achieved positive business results and growth. Although MICE tourism has more specific requirements
and higher standards, it also brings about higher revenue, times higher than other common kinds of tourism.
After four years of construction, the first ever metro line in HCMc has completed more than 70 percent of the
schedule, the entire 17 km of overhead railway is expected to be operational by  Combined with its unique and
fascinating culture and the natural beauty of the region, central Vietnam is an ideal location for event planners
and they can be assured of a well-planned and successful outcome. The number of tourists on a MICE tour of
Vietravel may be in the hundreds; sometimes, this number rises to thousands. According to experts, MICE
tourism brings the revenue 6 times higher than normal tourism types because MICE delegations generally
have large number of tourists and high consumption. In comparison with the cost that an individual tourist
spends a day, it is absolutely much higher. Also in that year, Thailand welcomed 2, guests from Vietnam,
ranking the country fourth in terms of the number of visitors coming to these exhibitions and trade fairs. After
a year in operation and having served many other large-scale meeting, incentive, conference and exhibition
MICE events, what have been the highlights so far? What makes you so enthusiastic about the resort in
particular and Vietnam in general? There are many potential developments, with many opportunities to
promote to overseas markets.


